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Abstract— This paper presents a very preliminary

comparison between the IEEE 802.11p channel model

parameters with parameters evaluated from new high

speed measurements in Lund, Sweden. Following inter-

esting differences as well as similarities are observed:

The measured maximum excess delay is about one fifth

of the one proposed in the IEEE 802.11p model. The

amplitude distribution for each tap can be approxi-

mated as Ricean distribution, with a very high Rice fac-

tor for the first tap and small Rice factors for later taps.

Similar to the IEEE 802.11p model we observe a strong

line of sight path near to the Doppler frequency of zero

and weaker paths at Doppler frequencies about twice

the measurement vehicle’s speed. As a key result we

show that the average delay-Doppler spectra, which is

one part of the tap delay model, does not reflect the time

variant behavior of the radio channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

Few vehicular radio channels in the 5 GHz band

have been measured with sufficient resolution in the

delay- and Doppler-domains to characterize the time-

selective fading of future vehicular broadband links.

Such measurements are needed to validate the reli-

ability and throughput of traffic telematics services

delivered via IEEE 802.11p [1]. There exist only

a few single-antenna measurements at 2.4 GHz, e.g.

[2], [3], and in [4] narrow-band measurements at

5.2 GHz are investigated. Also the channel model

standardized by IEEE 802.11p [1] was based on [2]

and [3]. While this model and the measurements it

is based on have been carefully conducted and have

proven highly valuable for the development of the 11p

standard, the question still remains whether measure-

ments in other environments would give different re-

sults.

For this reason, we carried out high speed vehicu-

lar broadband 4× 4 MIMO channel measurements in

the frequency band 5.08-5.32 GHz in Lund, Sweden,

in April 2007. The choice of the measurement band

was dictated by regulatory concerns, as well as the

availability of calibrated antenna arrays. This band

is rather close to the 5.9 GHz band and we do not

expect any significant differences in channel statis-

tics. Results from this measurement campaign for

different environments are presented in [5] and [6].

In this paper we compare the significant parameters

of the 11p standard model with the parameters ex-

tracted from our vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) measure-

ments. The methods used in this paper are prelimi-

nary, more advanced tests need to be undertaken.

II. MEASUREMENTS

A. Measurement Equipment

Our measurement campaign was carried out with

the RUSK Lund channel sounder which is based on

the “switched-array” principle [7]. In Tab. I the main

measurement parameters are listed. A detailed de-

scription of the measurement equipment and setup

can be found in [5].

B. Measurement Scenario

We consider a highway V2V scenario in order to al-

low further comparison to the proposed model in the

draft standard IEEE 802.11p [1], because this model

is also based on V2V highway measurements. Fig. 1



TABLE I

MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS

Center frequency, f 5.2 GHz

Measurement bandwidth, BW 240 MHz

Delay resolution, ∆τ = 1/BW 4.17 ns

Transmit power, PTx 27 dBm

Test signal length, τmax 3.2µs

Number of Tx antenna elements, NTx 4
Number of Rx antenna elements, NRx 4
Snapshot time, tsnap 102.4µs

Snapshot repetition rate, trep 307.2µs

Number of snapshots, N 32500
Recording time, trec 10 s

File size, FS 1 GB

Tx antenna height, hTx 2.4 m

Rx antenna height, hRx 2.4 m

shows a satellite photograph (source [8]) of the in-

vestigated highway and in Fig. 2 a photograph taken

during the measurements of the highway scenario is

presented. Both vehicles were driving in the same di-

rection. 19 measurements, each with a length of 10 s,

were carried out in this scenario. In the following we

will call such a single measurement with 10 s dura-

tion a measurement run. The speed of the measure-

ment vehicles was 25 m/s (90 km/h) in 10 measure-

ment runs and 29 m/s (105 km/h) in the other 9 mea-

surement runs. Also the distance between the two ve-

hicles was varied between 50 m and 150 m, where we

tried to keep the distance constant during each mea-

surement run.
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Fig. 1. Satellite photo of the highway (source: [8])

III. EVALUATION RESULTS

From our measurements we evaluated the signifi-

cant parameters of the IEEE 802.11p channel model

Fig. 2. Photo of the highway in the east of Lund

in order to compare them accordingly. The 11p chan-

nel model is a tap delay model, with 10 taps. For

each tap, the power, the excess delay, the Rice fac-

tor, and significant parameters describing the Doppler

spectrum, are given. A detailed description of the

derivation of the IEEE 802.11p model can be found

in [3]. In the following section, Sec. III-A, we de-

scribe the evaluation of the parameters from our mea-

surements: Tap power and tap Rice factor. In Sec. III-

B we analyze the extracted parameters and compare

them with the 11p model parameters. Sec. III-C de-

scribes the disadvantages of the 11p model by means

of the delay-Doppler spectrum.

A. Parameter Evaluation

We calculated the average power-delay profiles

(PDPs) by averaging over L = 232 snapshots in the

time domain and taking the sum over all P = 16
channels of the measured 4 × 4 MIMO channel

PPDP(k∆τ) =
1

L

L−1∑

n=0

P∑

p=1

|h(ntrep, k∆τ, p)|2.

An averaging over 232 snapshots is equal to 71 ms

and approximately 30 wavelengths at 25 m/s. We as-

sume a wide-sense stationary radio channel over this

duration. In order to limit the noise contribution we

set all values smaller than the noise threshold of 6 dB

above the noise level to zero. Further we selected only

these average PDPs that showed a peak-to-noise ratio

greater than 35 dB. Each average PDP was normal-

ized to its maximum. Fig. 3 shows the normalized av-

erage PDPs of our measurements. The maximum of

each segment corresponds to the line of sight (LOS)

path and was shifted to delay bin zero. After a delay

of 200 ns we observe only a few significant parts of

this average PDPs. This is much less than the delay

duration of approximately 1 µs found in [3].

In order to make a comparison with the 11p model

we use the same number of taps, M = 10, as in [3]. In
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Fig. 3. Average PDPs

[3] the length of each tap is equal to the delay resolu-

tion of 50 ns. So the tap delay has equidistant values

0 ns, 50 ns, 100 ns, etc. The delay resolution of our

measurements, ∆τ = 4.17 ns, is much higher. In or-

der to get the same tap delay we have to use I = 12
delay bins for each tap.

The power for each tap can be obtained by

P
m

(τ
m

) =
1

I

im+I−1∑

k=im

PPDP(k∆τ),

for 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1, where M is the number of taps

and i
m

is the delay bin number at the start of each tap.

By investigating the amplitude distribution of the

taps we found that a Ricean distribution, [9], fits very

well, see Sec. III-B. As in the 11p channel model we

evaluated the Rice factor, describing this amplitude

distribution. We calculated the Rice factor, KRice, us-

ing the moment-method, described in [10]. With this

calculation we obtain a Rice factor, KRice, for each

delay bin of the individual PDPs. In order to get

the mean Rice factor for each tap we were averag-

ing KRice over the I = 12 delay bins associated with

each tap.

B. Parameter Comparison

Tab. II presents the estimated 10-tap model param-

eters from our V2V highway scenario measurements.

Column one presents the tap number, column two the

tap delay, the third column the relative tap power in

dB, and column four shows the tap Rice factor.

The relative tap power in Tab. II is the mean over

the tap power of all average PDPs. The tap power

of the second tap is 20.2 dB below the power of the

first tap. All other tap powers are more than 29 dB

lower than the maximum in the first tap. Considering

the minimum peak-to-noise ratio of the average PDPs

of 35 dB, see Sec. III-A, and the noise threshold of

6 dB above the noise level, we can discard all powers

TABLE II

ESTIMATED TAP MODEL PARAMETERS

Tap Tap delay Tap power KRice

ns dB

1 0 0.0 193.96
2 50 −20.2 10.34
3 100 −29.9 1.63
4 150 −33.4 0.66
5 200 −36.2 0.30
6 250 −37.1 0.24
7 300 −33.5 0.23
8 350 −40.5 0.13
9 400 −32.9 0.08
10 450 −38.7 0.05

lower than 29 dB below the first tap. Compared with

the 11p model, the tap power extracted from our mea-

surements decreases much faster, e.g. the tap power

of tap 2 of the 11p model is equal to −6.5 dB. A

possible explanation for this is the different highway

environment in our measurement campaign. Consid-

ering also the tap powers below −29 dB we observe

some later taps with higher power, e.g. tap 9 with

−32.9 dB. In Fig. 3 we find that this power is coming

only from a few average PDPs, at a delay of approx-

imately 400 ns. This shows the temporal variation of

the V2V radio channel, which is not reflected by the

10-tap delay 11p model. We will focus on this time

variance in more detail in the delay-Doppler spectra

in Sec. III-C.

An investigation of the amplitude distribution of

the taps yielded a Ricean distribution. The ratio of

the power in the LOS component to the power in

the diffuse component is called the Rice factor KRice.

Fig. 4 presents a typical amplitude distribution over

approximately 30 wavelengths for the first tap com-

pared with a Ricean distribution. We see that this

Ricean shape fits very well to our amplitude distri-

bution. In Fig. 5 typical amplitude distributions for

tap 2 and tap 5 are presented, where we also observe

a Ricean behavior.

Tab. II presents the estimated median Rice factor

of our measurements. We observe a high Rice factor

for tap 1, which is congruent with a strong LOS path

in this tap. Also the value of 10.3 for the Rice factor

of tap 2 represents a tap with a dominant component.

From tap 4 to 10 the Rice factors are smaller than one,

which can be interpreted by a more or less equally

distributed power of all arriving paths. The estimated

Rice factors are in the same range as in the 11p model.

In Fig. 6 the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

is shown. We can see that there are also considerably
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high Rice factors in the first tap. Approximately 10 %

of the Rice factors are greater than 700.

C. Doppler Spectrum Comparison

We calculated the delay-Doppler spectrum using

the Fourier transformation over a time duration of

71 ms (232 snapshots) and taking the sum of the mag-

nitude squared of the terms over all 16 channels of the

measured 4 × 4 MIMO channel

PDD(r∆ν, k∆τ) =
P∑

p=1

|ffft(h(ntrep, k∆τ, p))|2.

The duration of 71 ms was taken because the wide-

sense stationary and uncorrelated scatterer (WSSUS)
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Fig. 6. CDF of the Rice factor for tap 1

condition is approximately fulfilled within that win-

dow. With our measurement setup and this Fourier

transformation interval we achieve a Doppler resolu-

tion of 14 Hz and a maximum resolvable Doppler fre-

quency of 1.6 kHz.

Fig. 7 shows an example of one delay-Doppler

spectrum from a measurement with a speed of 25 m/s.

We observe a strong LOS path near a Doppler fre-

quency of zero, which fits to the driving scenario

where both vehicles are traveling in the same di-

rection with approximately the same speed. Impor-

tant are the two peaks at a delay of approximately

500 ns and a Doppler shift of approximately ±850 Hz.

Peaks with this Doppler shifts were also found in

all other delay-Doppler spectra at variant delays. A

Doppler frequency of 850 Hz corresponds to a speed

of 49 m/s, at our center frequency of 5.2 GHz, which

is about twice the speed of our measurement vehicles.

Paths with this Doppler frequency result from a sin-

gle bounced stationary scatterer in driving direction,

above or next to the road. Such scatterers can be over-

passes or traffic signs, especially the latter ones have

good reflection properties, because usually they are

made of metal. The sign of this Doppler frequency

depends on the relative position of the scatterer —

in front or behind the measurement vehicles. Fur-

ther two important peaks are observed at delays of ap-

proximately 150 ns and 300 ns and a Doppler shift of

approximately 1370 Hz. These peaks are important,

because in the 11p model no Doppler shifts greater

than two times the vehicle’s speed are modeled. In

our measurements we found peaks with such a high

Doppler shift, which should be included in a V2V

channel model.

In order to make further comparisons with the

IEEE 802.11p model we calculated an average delay-

Doppler spectrum over one measurement run, as it is

proposed in the standard. We would like to point out

that such an averaged spectrum can not anymore be

interpreted as a delay-Doppler spectrum, because the

WSSUS assumption is not fulfilled over this duration.

We show also that such an averaged spectrum does

not reflect the time variance of a V2V radio channel

that is an important characteristic of such a channel.

Fig. 8 presents the average delay-Doppler spectrum

over one measurement run. As described above the

two peaks in Fig. 7 at the Doppler frequencies of

±850 Hz are moving from larger delays to smaller

delays over time. We are not able do observe these

single scatterers in the average delay-Doppler spec-

trum, because the peaks are blurred over the delay



Fig. 7. Delay-Doppler spectrum of a measurement with a speed

of 25 m/s

Fig. 8. Average delay-Doppler spectrum over one measurement

run with a speed of 25 m/s

domain. Also the two peaks at the high Doppler fre-

quency of 1370 Hz can not be found in the average

delay-Doppler spectrum.

These differences between the short-time delay

Doppler spectrum and the averaged spectrum are

more prominent in the tap delay-Doppler spectra that

are used in the 11p model. Each tap in the 11p model

is described by one average delay-Doppler spectrum.

For the calculation of the delay-Doppler spectra for

each tap we took the mean of the delay-Doppler spec-

tra over the 12 delay bins associated to each delay tap.

In Fig. 9 and 10 the short-time delay-Doppler spec-

tra and the average tap delay-Doppler spectra over

one measurement run are presented, respectively. The

LOS peak near the Doppler frequency of zero is also

present in the 11p model. By investigating the same

four peaks as in the continuous delay-Doppler spectra

we find some important differences. The two peaks

in tap 9 in the short-time spectrum, Fig. 9, can not be

found with the same power in the average spectrum,

Fig. 10, but there is one peak with approximately the

same power in tap 8. The other two peaks in tap 2 and

tap 5 at a Doppler frequency of 1370 Hz are not any-

more present in the average delay-Doppler spectra.

We conclude that the 10-tap delay model from the

IEEE 802.11p standard unfortunately does not reflect
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Fig. 9. Tap delay-Doppler spectrum of a measurement with a

speed of 25 m/s
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Fig. 10. Average tap delay-Doppler spectrum over one measure-

ment run with a speed of 25 m/s

the time variance behavior of the radio channel. How-

ever, this would be most important in V2V scean-

rios. Consiquently we developed a geometry-based

stochastic MIMO V2V model considering this time

variance [11].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We observed shorter impulse responses for the

Lund’07 vehicle-to-vehicle measurements than pro-

posed by the IEEE 802.11p model. The measured

maximum significant delay is about one fifth of the

maximum delay of the IEEE 802.11p model. This re-

sults also in a faster decrease of the tap power. As in

the 11p model we found that a Ricean distribution is

the best approximation for the amplitude distribution

for all taps. A large Rice factor for the first tap in-

dicates the existence of a strong line of sight (LOS)

path in this tap. Later taps (tap 4 to tap 10) showed a

Rice factor less than 1. The results presented in this

paper indicate that the 11p model does not reflect the

time variant behavior of the channel. More thorough

investigation is required to substantiate the criticism

imposed.
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